
Barcoding/Sorting Systems Bursters/Cutters/Processors

pieces that are not the same weight. Manifesting/Weigh on the fly is an
excellent alternative to metering.

NEVERSTOP: The Neverstop software allows mailers to efficiently
switch mail streams on the fly without any operator intervention.
Neverstop also automatically reconfigures customer specific mail
stream processing perimeters including OCR, FastForward, inkjet and
redate options.

INCOMING SOFTWARE: NPI machines process time-sensitive in-
coming mail such as lockbox operations and remittances, reducing cy-
cle times and labor costs. With optional incoming software, sort infor-
mation is retrieved from your database. By creating their own direc-
tory, which is downloaded to the sort computer, users can target key
fields.

OUTGOING SOFTWARE: Use the outgoing software that has
Presort bureaus, banks, insurance agencies and other customers
achieving maximum postal discounts. This software analyzes your
mail stream and optimizes the ZIP Code sort scheme automatically,
giving you the best possible postal discounts. The National ZIP+4 di-
rectory/CASS certified software is used to look up the correct Deliv-
ery Point Barcode so that a correct 11-digit barcode can be sprayed on
your mail piece. Your USPS-approved mailing statements will be gen-
erated automatically along with a wide variety of reports for job and
postal summaries. You can also keep separate piece counts and charge
back information for your customers or other departments with our ad-
vanced billing capabilities. Included in this application are our on-line
help and database import/export programs.

INTERNATIONAL MAIL SOFTWARE: Automate your interna-
tional customers’ mail by using NPI’s international sorting software.By
using this software, you will be able to sort your mail by country and re-
duce your operating costs.

LAN SYSTEM SOFTWARE (LOCAL AREA NETWORK): A
LAN allows a customer to network multiple sort systems together with
a main computer. This system is necessary when you have a need to
download/upload sorting information from multiple sorters or for al-
lowing multiple sorters to maintain information simultaneously. This
feature allows multiple sorters to work together by combining all the
first pass run/job information, performing analysis and optimizing
second pass mail flow between all machines.

MODEM CONNECTIVITY: Software Maintenance efforts can be
monitored and directed by NPI Software Engineers via this Option. A
telephone connection is made to the Controlling Computer allowing
parameters to be viewed adjusted or modified from NPI’s home office
location.

Service Upgrades and Options:

Maintenance Options: Option 1: NPI technician onsite, parts in-
cluded(excluding consumables). Option 2: Self-maintenance, customer’s
service technician will receive training. Option 3: On-call technician
available in some areas.

SPARE PARTS KIT: Kits are available for all sorters in our product
line. Customers choose the level/quantity of parts they would like to
maintain or we can recommend a standard spare parts inventory.

EXTENDED WARRANTY: The extended warranty commences at the
end of the warranty period (first year). The entire warranty package is ex-
tended for one additional year.

TRAINING: Maintenance, Operator and Software training is available
on-site or at NPI’s Dallas Facility.

See NPI’s listing in the Incoming Mail Sorters section.

§ BÖWE SYSTEC North America Inc.
CATEGORY: Bursters/Cutters/Processors

PRODUCT: Portfolio of Inserting & Card Mailing Systems

COMPANY: BÖWE SYSTEC North America Inc., 8480 Honeycutt
Rd,Ste 200, Raleigh, NC 27615-2260. Online: www.bowesystecinc.com.

See BÖWE SYSTEC’s listing in the Inserter Mailing Systems section.

CONTACT: For more information, contact BÖWE SYSTEC North
America online at www.bowesystecinc.com.

§ Formax
CATEGORY: Bursters/Cutters/Processors

PRODUCT: Formax Bursters, Cutters

COMPANY: Formax, 1 Education Way, Dover, NH 03820 Email:
cmacneil@formax.com. Phone: 800-232-5535.

FD 4400 HIGH-VOLUME CUT-SHEET BURSTER: The FD
4400High Volume Cut-Sheet Burster is the only burster capable of pro-
cessing up to one million forms input per month, and is specifically de-
signed to process Check21IRDs and other documents printed on perfo-
rated cut sheets. The FD 4400 features a bottom-feed air system, that al-
lows for continuous loading of forms, at
speeds up to30,000 sheets per hour. Addi-
tional features include a six-digit resettable
counter, jog capability, safety interlocks, and
a conveyor with photo eye. An optional
high-capacity drop stacker is available. The
FD 4400 is ideal for processing centers or
banks which need to process large volumes
of IRDs or any other form with multiple doc-
uments printed on a single sheet which need
to be burst apart.

FD 4170: The FD 4170 Cut-Sheet
Burster separates forms which are
preperforated with multiple docu-
ments per page.

FD 574 CUT-SHEET CUTTER:
The 574 features greater speed and
accuracy than the discontinued FD
572. It’s designed to handle cut
sheets generated from a digital printer, and is ideal for processing checks,
coupons, notices, tickets and more. The FD 574 has an increased process-
ing speed of up to 2,640 sheets per hour, and enhanced cutting accuracy
of +/- .5 mm. The top-loading feed tray accurately feeds up to 500 sheets
with guide rollers to prevent paper curling, new transport rollers, and con-
trols for fine-tuning. Combined with optional perforator and center slitter
units, it can cut, slit and perforate in a wide variety of configurations. Its
quality-engineered cutting system produces precise and razor sharp edges
on each piece. Standard features include a user-friendly LCD control
panel, six pre-programmed settings for popular paper sizes, up to 100 pro-
grammable jobs, safety interlocks,and the ability to process sheets up to
12” x 18”. Options include a slitter, perforator, and belt conveyor stacker.

FD 668 MEDIUM-VOLUME INDUSTRIAL BURSTER: At speeds
up to 350 feet per minute, the FD 668 can handle multiple-part forms
with ease. Standard features include tractors, slitters, safety interlocks,a
conveyor and cabinet. A power drop-stacker, merger, and imprinter are
available.
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